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-e air traffic management (ATM) system is an intelligent system that integrates the ground computer network, the airborne
network, and the space satellite (communication and navigation) network. It has remarkable characteristics of cyber-physical
system (CPS). -e development of ATM system is inseparable from the application of new technologies. -is paper proposes a
security framework based on blockchain for CPS in the ATM system. -rough the research on the characteristics of blockchain
and CPS, this paper analyzes the necessity of integrating them into the research of the ATM system, demonstrates the feasibility of
combining them, and then constructs the ATMChain frameworkmechanism to realize the in-depth integration of blockchain and
CPS in ATM. On this basis, this paper gives the overall design architecture and implementation steps of the scheme. In addition,
this paper also makes a series of analysis and demonstration from the perspective of scheme security. -e research scheme will
help to improve the security, reliability, and scalability of ATM services and provide a new reference for establishing a more
security and efficient ATM system.

1. Introduction

As a large-scale key infrastructure for the safe operation of
civil aviation, the air traffic management (ATM) system
includes a large number of heterogeneous functional sub-
systems, which constitutes a typical complex system [1].
With the continuous improvement of the informatization
and networking degree of the ATM system, the interaction
between its components is closer, the data in the system need
to be highly shared, and the functions of each subsystem
need to support each other, which has the typical charac-
teristics of the cyber-physical system (CPS) [2]. -e CPS is a
comprehensive system that involves computer algorithms
and cyber and physical objects. -e CPS monitors and
perceives the objects of the physical world and controls the
behavior of physical entities by mining and analyzing the
rich data contained in the physical world, so as to realize the
efficient operation of the physical world [3, 4]. As a typical
CPS complex system, the interwound systems of systems
have brought great security pressure to ATM systems all

over the world because of its complexity [5]. In order to deal
with and solve the security risks in the ATM system, experts
and scholars in academic and aviation circles began to in-
troduce mature and widely applied new technologies, such
as microservice, cloud computing, edge computing, big data,
Internet of things, artificial intelligence, and blockchain, into
ATM field, providing reference and ideas for the further
development of civil aviation informatization [6, 7]. It will
promote the construction and development of the ATM
system.

At this stage, the concept of CPS has become one of the
core guiding ideology adopted by Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration (FAA) in deploying NextGen, the third gen-
eration ATM system [8, 9]. It boldly changes the traditional
mode of ATM system deployment and more deeply im-
plements the concept of safe and green system construction
integrating human, machine, environment, and manage-
ment. Secondly, for the typical CPS system, some relevant
scholars have carried out research from the perspective of
blockchain distributed architecture to eliminate some
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potential security risks in the CPS system [10–14]. Finally,
relevant researchers consider using blockchain technology
to solve the related security problems faced in the ATM
system [15–17]. However, there is no research on the in-
tegration of CPS and blockchain in the ATM system.
-erefore, combined with relevant research, taking the ATM
system as the research background and from the perspective
of CPS, this paper integrates the distributed architecture idea
and principle of blockchain into the security framework
research of the ATM system, so as to solve the bottleneck
problems existing in the current theoretical research, pro-
mote technological innovation, and promote the application
of basic research. Furthermore, it can also contribute to
promoting the development and construction goal of “smart
ATM” of International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).

As a highly informative industry, civil aviation has al-
ways attached great importance to information security and
information value transmission [18]. Coincidentally,
blockchain technology has greater value in both of these
areas. -e characteristics of the blockchain provide possi-
bilities for its application in the field of ATM. -is paper is
committed to building a CPS security architecture based on
blockchain for the ATM system.-e structure of the paper is
as follows. -e second part describes the research status of
the ATM system, blockchain, and CPS. -e third part gives
the CPS security architecture in ATM based on blockchain
and describes the scheme in detail from three aspects: the
scheme background, scheme framework, and the informa-
tion sharing algorithm. -e fourth part analyzes the security
of the scheme framework proposed in the previous part. -e
fifth part provides the conclusion and prospect and discusses
the next research direction and focus.

2. Background

-is part starts from two aspects. On the one hand, it in-
troduces the essence of blockchain and CPS. On the other
hand, as for the special research background of the ATM
system, it points out the feasibility of using blockchain
technology from the perspective of CPS in ATM.

2.1. Blockchain and Cyber-Physical System. Blockchain
technology, which appeared in 2008, is a decentralized,
tamper proof, forgeable, and collectively maintained dis-
tributed database management method [19]. It is a new
computer technology application mode integrating dis-
tributed data storage, point-to-point transmission, con-
sensus mechanism, and encryption algorithm (Figure 1(a)).
In this paper, the blockchain technology is regarded as the
integration and addition of multiple technologies, a security
concept of information system, rather than a specific
technology. From the perspective of data recording,
blockchain is a chain data structure formed by connecting
and combining data blocks in sequence according to time,
which ensures its tamper ability and unforgeability as a
distributed ledger in a cryptographic way [20]. Bookkeeping
is accompanied by the development history of human so-
ciety. -e evolution process of bookkeeping form is from

single ledger to double ledger and then to digital ledger. At
present, it has developed to distributed ledger. Blockchain
technology is a representative technology of distributed
ledger. -e core of blockchain technology is the deposit-
certificate and value-certificate, as well as the consensus
mechanism formed on this basis, that is, the algorithm to
reach a consensus on the sequence of things over a period of
time. Furthermore, in the whole blockchain system, various
application services based on information flow are realized
in the form of smart contract, which endows “information”
with value and reconstructs the current centralized social
organization production relationship. When the data that
can reflect the facts are fixed, value is generated from it. Data
are the means of production in the era of digital economy,
and the algorithm is a productivity tool for data processing.
-e blockchain adds a dimension of trust to the existing
data, improves the flow efficiency, and completes the re-
construction of decentralized production relations.

By combing the relevant theoretical viewpoints, it is not
difficult to find that CPS uses perception, communication,
network, and other technical means to realize the perception
and digital presentation of the physical world, so as to form
the data projection in the information world (as shown in
Figure 1(b)).-en, the advanced computer algorithm is used
to optimize the operation process of the physical world, and
a closed loop of mutual influence and interaction between
the actual entity world and the cyber world is formed. Its key
core features are integration, diversity, and intelligence. -e
CPS is a complex system with close integration of the
physical system and information system. It can be divided
into information system, physical system, and middleware,
which advances the close interaction between actual system
and information system. Different from the traditional in-
dependent physical system and information system, the CPS
emphasizes the strong interaction between them. -e de-
velopment trend of close integration has led to a leap of
quality in the development of physical systems. By means of
the computing and storage capacity of information systems
for large-scale information, the level of intelligence, auto-
mation, and systematization of physical systems has been
further improved. -e middleware is the key component to
promote the integration of CPS, including controller, sensor,
and actuator. -e controller is a component for data pre-
processing and instruction forwarding. It plays a control
function and closely couples the information systemwith the
middleware. Sensor is an important input unit for collecting
physical system state data, which provides important data
support for CPS [21–23].-e actuator is the driving unit that
acts on the physical system. -e sensor and actuator closely
couple the physical system with the middleware.

2.2.Air TrafficManagement. -eATM system is a large CPS
system integrating space-based network, air-based network,
and land-based network (as shown in Figure 2). Its infor-
mation system is composed of ground control station and
data fusion center, which can generate intelligent decision
results through the comprehensive analysis of aviation data
and meteorological data. -e intermediate components
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include a sensor network composed of ADS-B (Automatic
Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast) sensors, radars, satel-
lites, and so on and an actuator network composed of
aircraft and so on. Its physical systems include aircraft and
airports. -e various parts of the whole ATM system are
deeply integrated with the continuous improvement of its
automation level. Accordingly, the ATM system also con-
tains some subsystems that can be regarded as CPS. For
example, the aircraft is a small CPS system. Its information
system is composed of decision-making units of the airborne
avionics system. -e intermediate part includes airborne
sensor unit and actuator unit, including sensors such as

aircraft state information acquisition and environmental
parameter acquisition and actuators that drive changes in
flight course and speed. Its physical system includes aircraft
engine and fuselage.-e subsystems of the whole aircraft are
highly coordinated, which enhances the intelligence of flight
with the support of information. In short, the ATM system is
a complex system with the characteristics of wide spatial
distribution, complex functions, time delay sensitivity, and
high security requirements. It is a large CPS as a whole,
including some small CPSs. -erefore, the ATM system is
the CPS of CPSs, which has the characteristics of extremely
obvious information physical system.
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Figure 1: (a) Basic composition of blockchain. (b) Basic composition of CPS.
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-e ATM plays an important role in the sustainable de-
velopment of aviation safety because it is directly related to the
efficiency and safety of air transportation [24–28]. However,
when building ATM networks, software engineering designers
generally do not pay enough attention to information security.
For instance, in the case of the public unencrypted broadcast
protocol ADS-B, any external party can eavesdrop, tamper, and
delete ADS-B information with relative ease [16, 29]. At the
same time, the widely distributed composition and the mul-
tisource heterogeneous data of the ATM system have a natural
unity with the decentralized and distributed bookkeeping
characteristics of blockchain. For the ATM, how to design a
reliable and secure information delivery and sharing approach
by using blockchain technology and combining the CPS fea-
tures of ATM is the main problem addressed in this paper.
Next, the feasibility is discussed from three aspects:

(1) In the development of the ATM system, the biggest
problem faced by the cooperation between ATM
departments all over the world, even in different
regions of a single country, is security and privacy
protection. At present, the main threats faced by the
ATM system are data leakage, data deception, entity
camouflage, and denial of service (DoS). -ese se-
curity threats are distributed in the information
system, middleware, and physical system of the ATM
system. At present, many research studies are to
solve the challenges from the traditional security
strategies and methods. -e emergence of block-
chain technology provides a useful tool to solve the
trust problem of human society, and it has become
one of the primary application technologies to solve
the issues of security and privacy protection.

(2) According to the different object-oriented of block-
chain, it includes three kinds: public chain, private
chain, and federated chain. Public blockchain is open to
all, and nodes can join at will. Private blockchain is only
open to individual entities, such as the interior of a

company or organization. Alliance blockchain will be
open to a specific industry organization. Alliance
blockchain refers to a blockchain in which several
institutions participate in bookkeeping; that is, industry
alliance members reach a consensus through trust in
multicenters. -is feature is just suitable for the dis-
tributed and multicenter network of the ATM system.
In addition, compared with the public blockchain, the
very important feature of the alliance blockchain is the
node access control and national security standard
support. -is ensures that authenticated access and
regulatory rules are developed in compliance with
regulatory requirements and increases the speed of
transactions based on trusted security. -e security
framework of this paper is designed based on alliance
blockchain.

(3) From the current research results of system design,
the architecture of the distributed system can better
meet the requirements of users for system robustness
and controllability than the central architecture.
-erefore, the obvious research trend is to establish a
strong and secure ATM framework from the view-
point of multilevel overall system layout design,
combined with the concept of CPS. As a represen-
tative decentralized information storage solution,
blockchain coincides with such a research trend, and
it is also necessary to apply it to ATM.

3. The Design of Security Framework

Starting from the business characteristics of the ATM sys-
tem, combined with the concept of blockchain and CPS, this
paper proposes an ATM-CPS security architecture based on
alliance blockchain, abbreviated as ATMChain. -e fol-
lowing describes the ATMChain security framework from
three aspects: scheme background, scheme framework, and
the information sharing algorithm.
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Figure 2: Basic composition of the ATM system.
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3.1. &e Background of ATMChain. With the rise of intel-
ligent transportation technology all over the world, civil
aviation is developing in the direction of information
sharing, structure, and function dependence through 3C
(computing, communication, and control) technology.
Among them, the ATM system has the characteristics of
typical CPS. Using CPS modelling theory to model the
ATM system can fully analyse the interactions between its
cyber system and physical system. It can also make up for
the one sidedness of the existing research after separating
the information system and the actual system and enhance
the pertinence of system analysis. At the same time, the
decentralized framework adopted by the blockchain pro-
vides a novel view for ATM infrastructure layout opti-
mization. -e basic level of the ATM system takes the
sensing device as the physical carrier to store its function
information and environment sensing information. -e
ground control station is responsible for processing the
information delivered by ATM equipment at each basic
level. Here, these information processing centers will serve
as the nodes of the alliance blockchain, promote the in-
terconnection of ATM information in the whole region,
and provide value data services to ATM users on this basis.
-is distributed architecture can effectively prevent the
dysfunction of local ATM nodes, so that the global ATM
system can run efficiently and securely. In addition,
blockchain technology’s chain construction method and
decentralized storage provide a novel way to implement
information governance traceability. -erefore, in order to
better achieve the goal of “smart ATM,” two challenges still
need to be met.

(1) CPS digitally presents and intelligently manages the
real ATM system. A lot of reliable information in the
physical world will be stored in the information
system. Once the system is attacked, it will not only
cause information leakage but also cause a large
number of actual parties to be utilized by attackers,
resulting in great damage to enterprises and society.
-e traditional information system storage model
adopts the centralized storage mode. Once the
central system is attacked, the whole system will face
the disaster of destruction.

(2) -e integration of multiple technologies has become
a challenge for the development of the ATM system.
Internet of things (IoT) is the data source, big data is
the basic resource, cloud computing is the infra-
structure, and artificial intelligence is the core al-
gorithm. Blockchain creates conditions for the
transformation of ATM business infrastructure and
operation mechanism. -e CPS is a comprehensive
technical system based on automatic data flow be-
tween information space and physical space, in-
cluding state perception, real-time analysis, scientific
decision-making, and accurate execution. -e
comprehensive application, cross support, and vir-
tuous iteration of cyclic evolution of these new
technologies will actively promote the development
of ATM intelligence.

3.2.&eFrameworkofATMChain. In the ATM system, there
is often a lack of corresponding encryption technology in the
key information delivery link, which makes data tampering
and privacy disclosure a major threat. -is article presents a
security framework to protect the rights and interests of all
participants in the information flow of the ATM system.-e
scheme is designed based on the HyperLedger Fabric of the
alliance blockchain architecture. In this paper, ATM is
separated into basic physical layer, information processing
layer, and information delivery layer. ATMChain framework
based on the principle of blockchain distributed architecture
is proposed to optimize the layout of ATM-CPS and enhance
the overall robustness of the system. Integrating blockchain
technology with ATM at all layers and establishing a robust
and dependable cyber system will significantly enhance the
information security of ATM and optimize the layout of the
information system.

3.2.1. System Model. -e system model diagram of the
ATM-CPS security framework implemented by alliance
blockchain technology is shown in Figure 3. -ree parties
are comprised in the system model: ATM user, ATM in-
formation processing entity, and ATM physical space entity.
-is paper adopts the PBFT [30] consensus mechanism
which is most commonly used in alliance blockchain net-
work. Since the consensus mechanism is not the focus of this
paper, it will not be described in detail. -eir functions are
described as follows:

ATMUser. It requests ATMmessage service, purchases
information resources, and pays relevant fees.
ATM Information Processing Entity. As a full node
operation in the ATMChain, it performs access control
and information authorization through smart contracts
[31]. It has the characteristics of intelligence and is the
main carrier for executing ATM services.
ATMPhysical Space Entity. It operates as a light node in
ATMChain and encapsulates the information and data
storage into the whole node. In addition, the node also
collects various requests from the upper information
processing entity.

3.2.2. System Framework. -is paper focuses on the “value
object” of “ATM information” and studies the ATMChain
system framework, from information collection to infor-
mation right confirmation and release, to information
transmission, sharing, and use, and finally to the value-
added feedback of information value. -e intelligent ATM-
CPS framework is constructed by tracing the records of the
whole life cycle of ATM information. -e ATMChain
contains three types of nodes. One is the light node re-
sponsible for information collection in the ATM physical
layer, and the other is the whole node that stores and
processes all information and blocks. -e third node is the
ATM user, and this type of node does not participate in the
task of block consensus and block storage. -erefore,
ATMChain architecture can be divided into three levels
[32–36].
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Firstly, as the bottom support of the whole ATMChain, the
CPS sensor physical layer equipment at the basic level not only
has the basic sensing, information storage, and transfer
functions of traditional CPS physical components but also
needs to have the functions of information standardization,
mutual data transmission information, and backup of trans-
mission records. Secondly, the whole node of the integration
level composed is based on the IoT that perceives the physical
world. -e nodes in this layer are not only required to achieve
deep aggregation and interoperability of the ATMChain base
layers, as well as the transfer of heterogeneous information, the
allocation of response, speed and frequency of information
query requests, but also to audit and authenticate the newly
accessed CPS clients in the base layers. In addition, it is its task
to unify information format or establish heterogeneous in-
formation transformation protocols, unify local scope linkage
protocols, maintain block information of this layer, and record
device linkage traces and so on. Finally, ATM users constitute
the application layer of ATMChain architecture.

-e ATMChain system scheme mainly includes six
steps: system initialization stage, ATM information collec-
tion and uplink stage, ATM information release and au-
thorization stage, ATM information sharing and use stage,
block generation stage, and system consensus stage. -e
operation view of ATMChain system is shown in Figure 4.
-e definitions of some symbols are given as shown in
Table 1. -e steps of the system are described as follows.

Step 1. System initialization stage: At this stage,
blockchain nodes will establish a blockchain-based
ATM information sharing framework through the
ECDSA signature algorithm and public key cryp-
tography system. ATM users register in the ATM-
Chain through KYC (know your customer)
mechanism and their real identity. Among them, the
user’s key pair, certificate, and wallet address are (pki,,
ski,, certi,, and WIDi), respectively. Certi can only use

the bound registration information to identify the
user. According to the ECDSA algorithm, this scheme
uses secure elliptic curve parameters, including curve
Ep (a, b) and base point G, then the Ui selects private
key ski, and uses G to calculate public key pki as shown
in the following formula:

ski � k(k< n)

pki � kG,
 (1)

Ui sends its wallet address WIDi to a third partner,
which generates (PKI, ski, certi, WIDi). When Ui runs
system initialization, the wallet address used is se-
lected from the nearest node account pool. After
selection, Ui needs to check the integrity of the wallet
and obtain the details. Among them, the account pool
stores all transaction records. In addition, the key pair
of ATM information processing node is (skB,
pkB)� (k’, k’G).

Step 2. ATM information collection and uplink stage:
At this stage, the light nodes in the ATM physical
space collect ATM data into the ATM information
processing entity through various sensors. Before
transmitting ATM information upward, these light
nodes should standardize their own physically per-
ceived data and realize consistent authentication by
means of digital signature.
Step 3. ATM information release and authorization
stage: -e processed ATM information is officially
released to the ATMChain with the signature of
publisherM. At this time, the specific content of ATM
information is encrypted. If you want to use ATM
information, you need to obtainM’s authorization. All
nodes back up and broadcast the published ATM
information to each other, so that a wider range of
ATM users can use it.
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Figure 3: System model diagram of ATMChain.
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Step 4. ATM information sharing and use stage:At
this stage, ATM users interact with ATM information
processing node M by running a series of signature
algorithms to complete the authorization of ATM
information use. -e specific process is thatUi sends a
request for information authorization to nodes, and
then nodes broadcast the message to M. M needs to
provide timely feedback within a specified period of
time. After receiving the feedback, nodes match Ui’s
request authorization information withM to complete
the transaction.

Step 5. Block generation stage: Before running
ATMChain, the nodes participating in the block
consensus have been selected to join the system. In
order to accomplish the target of more “distributed,”
themore consensus nodes, the stronger the robustness
of the system. In particular, to ensure the authenticity
and accuracy of the information, the node will collect
all local transaction records and encrypt or sign them
at each specific time, packaging them to generate
ATM information transaction blocks. -ese trans-
action records construct new blocks that refer to the
hash value of the previous block, and they will be
stored in ATMChain in chronological order. Such a
process ensures the traceability of the whole life cycle
of ATM information transaction. At this point, the
block generation phase ends.

Step 6. System consensus stage: At this stage, the nodes
use the PBFTconsensus algorithm to reach consensus,
thus maintaining the reliable performance of the
system. At present, the consensus mechanisms
commonly used in alliance blockchain include Pool
verification-pool and Byzantine fault-tolerant algo-
rithm. -e former is based on traditional distributed
consistency technology and information verification
mechanism. It can realize second level consensus
verification and is suitable for multipartyMulti Center
Alliance blockchain. -e latter belongs to the state
machine Byzantine protocol, which reduces the
complexity of the algorithm from exponential level to
polynomial level. -e PBFT is a consensus algorithm
implemented and recommended by HyperLedger
Fabric. It adopts the scheme of “one node one vote” to
determine the accounting results, with good perfor-
mance. It is mainly used in alliance blockchain.

3.3. &e Information Sharing Algorithm. -e ATM infor-
mation sharing is a crucial step in the whole ATMChain.-e
specific process is shown as follows:

Step 1. -e Ui runs ECDSA.UserSign algorithm and
enters his key pair (ski, pki) and relevant parameters,
and then the algorithm will output the signature δi. -e
specific steps are as follows:
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Figure 4: -e operation view of the ATMChain system.

Table 1: Symbol definition of ATMChain.

Symbol Definition
Ui -e ATM user of ATMChain
M -e ATM information processing entity
Pki/B, ski/B -e public and private keys of Ui or M
certi Certificate of identity
WIDi Wallet address of user with ID
Hash -e hash value of m
δi User’s signature in authorization information
t1, t2 -e time stamp
−1,0,1 Status of information transaction
M -e transaction information
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(a) Generate a random integer d (d< n and n is the
order of G), and calculate R and r according to the
following formula:

R(x, y) � dG,

r � xmodn.
 (2)

(b) -e coordinate values of point R (x, y) and ATM
information m are set as parameters, and the hash
value and s are calculated by formula (3) using the
hash function SHA256:

Hash � SHA256(m, x, y),

s � (Hash + rk)d
− 1modn.

 (3)

-e signature δi � (s, d), and x and Hash (m) should be
rounded up.
Step 2. Ui sends {certi, pki, δi,m} toM and generates the
information use authorization request by the following
formula:

reqi � certi, pki, δi . (4)

Step 3.M needs to verify the received information after
receiving the request. If certi exists or authentication
fails, the request is rejected. Of course, if certi does not
exist and the verification is successful, the request is
accepted. -e specific verification steps are shown in
the following formulas:

(a) First, calculate the following:

Hash � SHA256(m, x, y), (5)

u � s
− 1Hash(m)modn,

v � s
− 1

rmodn,

x′, y′(  � uG + vpki � uG + v(kG),

r′ � x′modn.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

x and Hash (m) should be rounded up.
(b) Verify according to the following formula:

?

r � r′
. (7)

If equation (7) is satisfied, the message can be accepted;
otherwise, it is invalid. After successful verification, M
will accept the request and store the data
(certi,pkB,pki,,1,0) in the local account pool; among
them, 1 represents the status of valid transaction and 0
represents the status of newly generated transaction
that have not been transferred. In addition, -1 repre-
sents the status of transaction awaiting transfer.
Step 4. M signs (enroll, cert,pkB,pki,t1) by running
ECDSA.MerchantSign algorithm (similar to ECD-
SA.UserSign algorithm) and using the private key skB,
where t1 represents the ATM information request time
and enroll represents the information of Ui. -en, the
(δi,request1) is sent to the blockchain. -e specific
signing steps are as follows.

According to formulas (8) and (9),M runs the algorithm
and signs m1:

R(x, y) � d1G,

r1 � xmodn,
 (8)

Hash1 � SHA256 m1, x, y( ,

s1 ≡ d
−1
1 Hash1 + kr1( (modn),

 (9)

where m1 � {enroll, certi, pkB, pki, t1} and x and Hash (m1)
should be rounded up. -e final signature is calculated as
δi � (s1, r1). -en, Ui, verifies the signature according to
equations (5)–(7).

4. Security Analysis and Simulation

-e ATM system is a security sensitive system, and its se-
curity objectives are consistent with those of other computer
information systems, such as information confidentiality,
integrity, availability, and traceability. Based on the research
results in the academic field, this paper describes the security
of ATM-CPS as security threat, system vulnerability, se-
curity attack, and security measures. Meanwhile, the security
concerns are decomposed into security mechanisms and
security objectives. Security measures refer to the measures
to build a secure and robust ATM by integrating security
mechanisms and security objectives. -e ATMChain
framework based on blockchain technology can be regarded
as ATM security measures. -erefore, this paper will analyse
the scheme from four dimensions: ATM information con-
fidentiality, ATM information integrity analysis, ATM in-
formation availability, and ATM information traceability.
Finally, the scheme is simply simulated from the perspective
of communication cost.

4.1. Information Confidentiality Analysis of ATM. -e first
thing to measure the security of an information system is to
ensure the confidentiality of information, and ATMChain is
no exception. Information confidentiality refers to hiding
information or resources. Confidentiality means that even if
unauthorized persons or organizations are aware of the
existence of information resources, they cannot obtain them.
ATMChain integrates the principle of blockchain with CPS
to give full play to the security mechanism of blockchain. In
the blockchain, the data between nodes are backed up
synchronously to ensure that the ATM participants entering
the system share information. At the same time, the in-
formation is encrypted by the encryption algorithm and
transmitted through asymmetric key pairs, which greatly
improves the information confidentiality in the process of
ATM information transmission.

4.2. Information Integrity Analysis of ATM. Information
integrity refers to the credibility of data or resources, which
is usually used to prevent improper modification of data or
unauthorized tampering of data. Loss of integrity means that
the information is subject to unauthorized tampering and
information loss. In ATMChain, M can prove the
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correctness of the signature of the authorized user and the
authorization to request ATM information through the
following formula.-erefore, whenM verifies successfully, it
indicates that the signature and the authorization infor-
mation are legal and correct. -en,M will accept the request
and store the information (certi, pkB, pki, 1, 0) in the local
account pool and continue to execute the next algorithm.
-e verification mechanism avoids the deceptive attack of
illegal nodes disguised as authorized nodes in central au-
thorization. In addition, after the data blocks are added to
the blockchain, each consensus node will also verify the
block data. Only the verified data blocks can be added to the
blockchain to guarantee the authenticity of the data. Last but
not least, the unique tamper proof characteristics of the
blockchain also greatly increase the stability of the data in the
block.

4.3. Information Availability Analysis of ATM.
Information availability refers to the ability to use the re-
quired information or resources. Loss of availability means
that access to or use of information or information systems is

blocked. Denial of service (DoS) is one of the most
threatening security attacks faced by the ATM system.
-erefore, the availability goal in ATMChain is to prevent
DoS attacks to ensure the availability of information.
Meanwhile, a remarkable feature of the ATM system is the
integration of time and space, so ensuring the real-time
operation is also an important aspect. Under the ATMChain
framework, the blockchain distributed architecture can re-
alize the interactive loop between the actual world and the
cyber world, which is different from the traditional single
centralized control, avoids the DoS attack of the attacker on
the system, and ensures the availability of information. In
ATMChain, the hysteresis caused by information percep-
tion, transmission, control, and optimization feedback is
also compensated by the full sharing advantage of infor-
mation to ensure real-time and field tracking.

4.4. Information Traceability Analysis of ATM.
Information traceability is an important information se-
curity goal in addition to confidentiality, integrity, and
availability. Information traceability means that information
can be tracked. In ATM, traceability means real-time
tracking of the operation of physical entities. When there is a
deviation in the operation state of the physical world, the
time and cause of the deviation can be accurately found. In
the ATMChain, each block includes two parts: block header
and block body. -e block header encapsulates the current
block header value, preblock header hash value, timestamp,
random number, and other ATM information. By encap-
sulating the hash value of the front block in each block, the
current block is connected with its front block to form a
chain structure. -e sequence of blocks in the blockchain is
confirmed by the time sequence stamped with time stamps,
and it is consistent with the historical sequence of time
stamps.-us, the blockchain structure with time sequence is
formed. -e data are arranged in chronological order to
ensure the historical traceability of the information. When
there is a deviation in the operation state of the actual entity,
the error information fed back to the ATM system can be
found according to the chronological order. Meanwhile, the
information in the basic layer CPS can be stored in the ATM
information processing layer, so the deviation can be traced
from the information processing layer.

4.5. Simulation. In terms of the communication cost of this
scheme, that is, the interaction time of the whole algorithm
during ATM information sharing, the main influencing
factors are the transaction confirmation time and the block
generation time. -e scheme runs experiments on a genuine
Intel computer device, using the programming language
Python, the operating system is windows 10, CPU 2.5GHz,
and running memory 16GB. We are concerned with the
time required for ATM information sharing transactions to
be confirmed and recorded on the blockchain. -ere are two
signatures in the transaction confirmation process, one for
Ui and one for M. -ere are also two signatures for
verification.
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In this paper, we first test the block generation time in
ATMchain to test its throughput. Each experiment ran-
domly generates a number of blocks (averaged as block
generation time), and each block contains 5 transactions. As
shown in Figure 5, under the condition that the number of
consensus nodes is constant, the block generation time is
independent of the frequency of initiated transactions, while
with the increase in the number of consensus nodes, the
block generation time also increases slightly, but all can meet
the actual deployment requirements. Second, the time for
transaction confirmation might be affected by the frequency
of transactions and the number of consensus nodes under
the condition that there are no errors in two message ver-
ifications. -e results show that only the number of con-
sensus nodes has an impact on the transaction confirmation
time (as in Figure 6). -erefore, the relationship between the
number of consensus nodes and the throughput needs to be
balanced to obtain the best system performance. Finally,
with a consensus node of 5, it can be estimated that the
process of a single information sharing transaction from
generating to recording on the blockchain takes about 1.82 s
in total, which can meet the actual demand.

5. Conclusion

-is paper presents a blockchain and CPS integration ar-
chitecture for the ATM system. -e purpose is to grasp the
CPS characteristics of the ATM system, integrate the ad-
vantages of blockchain technology, promote the research
and development, and improve the service processing ca-
pacity of existing ATM. In terms of ideas, firstly, after
summarizing and analyzing the characteristics and research
background, it leads to the benefits of the research thinking
of blockchain and CPS to the development of the ATM
system. -en, taking ATMChain security architecture as the
core, this paper details the research background, framework,
and key algorithm. Based on the traceability and nontamper
ability of blockchain in data storage and sharing, the secure
sharing of multiparty heterogeneous data in ATM envi-
ronment is designed. Finally, the security of ATMChain
framework is analysed from four dimensions, which are
confidentiality, integrity, availability, and traceability of
information security. -is paper provides a novel useful idea
for the construction, development, and research of the ATM
system.

In the following research, firstly, the degree of decen-
tralization of architecture design can still be further opti-
mized, and the distributed subsystem can be used for cluster
management. Secondly, it will be proposed to further op-
timize and refine the research design of ATMChain through
the research on the consensus mechanism and smart con-
tract of the blockchain. In addition, in terms of system
security and privacy, we can integrate zero knowledge proof,
homomorphic encryption, and other technologies with the
system to realize data encryption and identity concealment,
improve the privacy of the system, as well as the design of
multilevel identity authentication and access control
[37–39]. Finally, the concept of interaction and integration
of human, machine, environment, and management, which

has been emphasized in ATM system research, is still lacking
in ATMChain design, which is also the direction of future
efforts.

Data Availability

-is paper is an article on the design of air traffic man-
agement architecture. At present, it has only carried out
preliminary theoretical analysis and research and has not
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future research, the corresponding data sets can be shared.
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